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ABSTRACT 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the anticausal stabi- 
lizing solution to the so-called reverse discrete-time Riccati equation are derived 
under very relaxed conditions imposed on the initial data. Further, a subop- 
timal solution, of prescribed tolerance, to the extended Nehari's problem is 
constructed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, special attention has been paid to the so-called reverse-time 
linear quadratic problem and its connection with H °° theory. As major con- 
tributions, emphasizing the question of the common Hankel and Toeplitz 
operator structure of the linear quadratic optimization and the H ~ design, 
we may cite [12, 14-18]. The present paper was inspired by [17], and it is 
an extension of the theory developed in [11]. 
Two subjects form the core of this work. The first (Sections 2 and 3) 
concerns necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the so- 
called anticausal stabilizing solution to the reverse discrete-time Riccati 
equation as well as the connections between the existence of this solution 
and the antistabilizing solution of the usual discrete-time Riccati equation. 
Notice that the theory developed in [17] exploits the so-called positivity 
assumption made on the Popov function, viewed as the symbol of an ap- 
propriate Wiener-Hopf operator [14, 16]. As in [11], such an assumption 
has been avoided here and the nondefinite-sign case has been considered. 
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Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the anticausal sta- 
bilizing solution to the reverse discrete-time Riccati equation are expressed 
in terms of the invertibility of two operators. Generally speaking, such 
conditions are not easily checkable, though they are relevant from a the- 
oretical viewpoint. However, there are some situations when these condi- 
tions reduce to ones which are more familiar, such as frequency-domain 
conditions (see Section 4) or contracting properties of input-output maps 
(Section 5). 
The second subject of this paper consists in finding a suboptimal so- 
lution~ of prescribed tolerance, to the extended Nehari's problem (Section 
5). The construction has been suggested by [17], but it is essentially based 
on the reverse discrete-time Riccati theory developed in the present pa- 
per. As in [17], the well-known result concerning the Toeplitz-plus-Hankel 
operator characterization f the smallest achievable tolerance for the two- 
block Nehari's problem (the discrete case) is recovered in a self-contained 
manner. Notice also that the presented construction may be viewed as the 
state-space counterpart of the general theory developed in [7] and [10] for 
obtaining the solution to Nehari's problem. 
In the sequel the following notation will be used. By Z, R, C, R ~ we 
denote the ring of integers, the real axis, the complex plane, and the real 
n-dimensional Euclidean space, respectively. By l 2'n we denote the Hilbert 
space of square summable sequences x = (xk)kez, xk E R n, (that is, 
~k~=_~ ][xk 112 < cx~), and by 12"~ and l~ n the restrictions of these sequences 
to ( -oo , -1 ]  and [0, co) C Z, respectively. The orthogonal projections of 
12'~ onto l~ n will be denoted by H~=. For the 12 norm and inner product 
we shall use the notations 1[ I[2 and ( , ) respectively. The adjoint of an 
operator 7~ will be denoted T~*. If 7~-1 exists, we shall use the notation 7Z-* 
for (7~-1) *. If T~: 12,n ~ 1%~ is any linear bounded self-adjoint operator, 
we shall call it coercive, writing 7~ >> 0, if there exists 5 > 0 such that 
(u, 7~u) > ~lIuiI 2 for all u E l 2'~. The shift operator with i E Z will 
be denoted by a i, that is, (~riX)k = xk+i for any sequence x = (Xk)keZ, 
Xk E R ~. For i = 1 the upper index will be omitted. R nxm will stand for 
the set of n x m matrices with real entries. By L2(0, T; R r) we denote the 
Hilbert space of square integrable Rr-valued functions defined on [0, T]. We 
call a matrix A E R nxn exponentially stable (ES) if all its eigenvalues are 
located inside the unit disk. For A E a nxn  we denote by A T its transpose. 
By A -T  we denote (AT) -1, if A -1 exists. The space of proper rational 
matrix functions with all poles inside (outside) the closed unit disk will be 
denoted by RH~ (RH_~). For any rational matrix function G(z) (z E C) 
we shall write G*(z) for GT(z-1) .  If G(z) belongs to RH~ or RH_ ~, let 
]]G(z)ll~ := suPo~[o,2~r]~(G(eJ°)) , where by ~(M) we mean the greatest 
singular value of any matrix M. 
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2. BASIC NOTIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let A c R '~xn, B E R nxm, and P = pT E 1~ (n+rn)x(n+rn) with 
L r 
and call E = (A, B; P) a Popov triplet. To put in evidence the block entries 
of P, we shall often write E = (A, B; Q, L, R). We assume throughout this 
paper that A - i  exists. An argument for that assumption will be given later 
(see Remark 3 in Section 3). 
DEFINITION 1. Let E be a Popov triplet. The algebraic matrix equation 
X + A-T(Q- -  X )A  -1 - A -T [L -  (Q - X )A-1B]  
x [R - LTA-1B - BTA-TL  + BTA-T(Q - X )A-1B]  -1 
x [L T - BTA-T(Q - X ) ]A  -1 = 0 (1) 
will be called the reverse discrete-time Riccati equation (RDTRE) asso- 
ciated to E. A symmetr ic  solution X to (1) will be called an anticausal 
stabilizing solution if for 
F := - [R -  LTA-1B - BTA-TL  + BTA-T(Q -- X )A -1B]  -1 
x [L T - BTA-T(Q - X)]A -1 (2) 
A- I ( I  - BF)  is exponentially stable (ES). 
The dynamical significance of the anticausal stabilizing solution to the 
RDTRE is the following. Consider the discrete-time system Zk+l = Axk  + 
Buk.  Since A -1 exists, the reverse-time version of this system also exists, 
and it is Xk = A- lxk+l  --  A-1Buk .  If the anticausal feedback uk = FXk+l 
with F given by (2) is performed, one obtains xk = A- I ( I  - BF)xk+l ,  
and consequently xk approaches 0 as k approaches -ec .  Notice that 
A- I ( I  - BF)  is not necessarily invertible. 
Now we shall check the uniqueness of the anticausal stabilizing solution 
to the RDTRE. To this end consider the system 
X + A-T(Q -- X )A  -1  A -T [L  -- (Q - X )A -1B]  
[L T - BTA-T(Q -- X ) ]A  -1  R - LTA-1B - BTA-TL  + BTA-T(Q -- X )A - IB  
× 
where X and F are the unknowns. We have 
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PROPOSITION 1. If for two pairs of solutions to (3), ( X ,  F )  and (X ,  F) ,  
with X = X T and 2 = 2 T, both A - I ( I  - BF )  and A - i ( I  - BF )  are ES, 
then X = 2 .  
Proof. Since (3) is fulfilled for both (X, F) and (2,/~) with X and 2 
symmetric, we may write 
X + A-T (Q-  X )A  -1 + A-T [L -  (Q-  X )A -1B]F  = O, 
[L T - BTA-T(Q _ X) ]A  -1 
+ [R - LTA- IB  - BTA-TL  + BTA-T(Q - X )A -~BJF  = O, 
and 
2 + A-T (Q -- X )A  -1 + -~T[LT -- BTA-T(Q - 2)A  -1] -- 0, 
A-T[L  - (Q - 2)A-1B]  
+ FT[R  - LTA-1B - BTA-TL  + BTA-T(Q -- X )A -1B]  = O. 
By rearranging the first two equations, we get 
X + A-T (Q - X )A - I ( I  - BF )  + A-TLE  = 0, 
LTA -1 + RF  - LT A -1BF  - BT  A -TLF  (4) 
-BTA-T(Q - X )A - I ( I  - BF )  = O, 
and in addition 
2 + ( I -  BF )TA-T(Q - X )A  -1 + FTLTA-1  = O, 
A -TL  + FT_R - FTBTA-TL  -- - FTLTA-1B (5) 
- ( I -  BF )TA-T(Q - X )A -1B = O. 
By subtracting the first equation of (4) from the first equation of (5) one 
obtains 
- (X  - X )  + (I  - BF )T  A -T (Q - X )A  -1 
+.~TLTA-1  -- A -T (Q - X )A - I ( I  - BE)  - A -TLF  = 0. (6) 
Using now each second equation of (4) and (5), an evaluation for ~'TLTA-1  
and A-TLF ,  respectively, is obtained. Substituting these evaluations in 
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(6), we have 
- (X  - ~:) + (I - BF)T  A -T (Q - X )A  -1 - FT RF  + FT LT A -1BF  
+ FTBTA-TLF  + _~TBTA-T(Q -- X )A - I ( I  - BF)  
- A -T (Q - X )A- I ( I  - BF)  + FTRF  - FTBTA-TLF  
- FTLTA-1BF  - (I - BF)TA-T(Q - X )A- IBF  
= - (X  - ) ( )  + ( I -  BF)TA-T(x  - X)A- I ( I  - BF)  = 0. (7) 
Since both A- I ( I  - BF)  and A- I ( I  - B~') are ES, the unique solution to 
the Lyapunov equation which appears in the last equality (7) is X - )~ = 0. 
Hence X = X, and the conclusion follows. • 
COROLLARY 1. If an antieausal stabilizing solution to the RDTRE (1) 
exists, then it is unique. 
Proof. With (2), (1) reduces to (3), and the conclusion follows directly 
from Proposition 1. • 
A question in order is that of outlining the connections between the 
existence of the anticausal stabilizing solution to the RDTRE (1) and the 
existence of the antistabilizing solution to the usual discrete-time Riccati 
equation (DTRE) 
ATXA-  X - (L + ATXB) (R  + BTXB) - I (BTXA + L T) + Q = 0 (8) 
associated to E. 
stabilizing if for 
Recall that a symmetric solution X to (8) is called anti- 
F := - (R  + BTxB) - ] (BTXA + LT), (9) 
A + BF  is antistable, i.e. it has all its eigenvalues outside the closed unit 
disk. If the DTRE (8) has an antistabilizing solution, then it is unique. 
The proof of this assertion runs similarly to that given for Proposition 1. 
In fact such result can be considered as well known. An answer to the 
question stated above is given in 
PROPOSITION 2. Let E be a Popov triplet. Then we have: 
1. If the anticausal stabilizing solution to (1), say X,  exists, then X is the 
antistabilizing solution to (8) if and only if R -  L T A -1B is nonsingular. 
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and 
Let also 
2. I f  the antistabilizing solution to (8), denoted X,  exists, then X is the 
anticausal stabilizing solution to (1) if and only if R - LTA-1B is 
nonsingular. 
Proof. For any X = X T E R nxn define 
G := R - LTA-1B - BTA-TL  + BTA-T(Q - X )A -1B = G T, 
g := A-T(L  - (Q - X )A -1B) ,  (10) 
K :-- X + A-T (Q - X )A  -1 = K T 
:= R + BTXB = ~T, 
~r := L + ATXB,  
_~ := AT XA - X + Q = ~T.  
(11) 
1C= HT , £= ~T (12) 
be defined. Notice that  if G -1 and ~-1  exist, then one can see from (10) 
and (11) that  K - HG-1H T and h" - .~O- I~T coincide with the left- 
hand sides of (1) and (8), respectively. Hence X is a symmetric solution 
to (1) [(8)] if and only if K - HG-1H T = 0 [~" - ~O- I~T = 0]. But 
K - HG-1H T [K - ~rO- l~T j  is exactly the Schur complement of G[G] 
in K~ [K]. Therefore 
X is a symmetric solution to (1) ¢* rank K = rank G = m. (13) 
and 
X is a symmetric solution to (8) e* rank ~ = rank G = m. (14) 
On the other hand, the following relation between the matrices ~ and 
holds: 
I ATKA AT(KB + H) 
= [ (BTK+HT)A  G+BTH+HTB+BTKB 
,15, 
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where the last equality follows from (10) and (11). If G -1 exists, then the 
equality (15) can be also rewritten as 
[~T ~] ~---[ AT 0i] [~ g~ -1 ] 
o] 
A T ATHG -1 ] [K -  HG-1H T 
= B T BTHG -1 + I 0 
x G_tHTA G-1HTB+I  " 
If X is a symmetric solution to (1), i.e., if 
o] 
(16) 
K -- HG- IH  T = O, (17) 
(16) becomes 
[(G + BTH)G-1HTA 
AT HG-*(G + HTB) 
(G + BTH)G- I (HTB + G) I . 
(18) 
With (17) we can conclude from (18) that the following implication is true: 
X is a symmetric solution to (1) 
{ G = (G + BTH)G-I(HT B + G), 
H ATHG-I(G + HTB), (19) 
= ATHG - 1HTA. 
If now the matrix K is made explicit in (15), similar manipulations to 
those performed above lead to the validity of the implication 
X a symmetric solution to (8) 
G = (G - BTA-T~I)G-I(G - }-ITA-1B), 
==> H = A-T_~G-I(G - ~ITA-1B), (20) 
I-( : A -THG-1HTA -1. 
Using (10) and (11), we have also 
G + BTH : G -  HTA- IB  = R-  LTA-IB. (21) 
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Thus (19), (20), and (21) show that the folllowing two implications are 
true: 
X is a symmetric solution to (1) and R - LTA-1B is nonsingular 
=> G is nonsingular (22) 
and 
X is a symmetric solution to (8) and R - LTA-1B is nonsingular 
G is nonsingular. (23) 
Let X be a symmetric solution to (1), and define 
F := -G -1H r. (24) 
If in addition R - LTA-1B is nonsingular, then according to (22) 
: :  --d-- 1/~ T (25) 
is also well defined. Further, using (19), (24), and (25), we have 
= _~- I~T  = _ (HTB + G) - IG(G + BTH) - I (G  + BTH)G-1HTA 
= - (HTB + G) - IHTA = - ( I  + G- IHTB) - IG -1HTA 
= ( I  - FB) - IFA  = F ( I  - BF) - IA  (26) 
where the identity (I - FB)F  = F ( I  - BF )  has been also used. With (26) 
we have 
A + B_P = A + BF( I  - BF ) - IA  
= ( I -  BF ) - IA  = [A - I ( I -  BF)] -1. (27) 
Similarly, if X is a symmetric solution to (8) and R - LTA-1B is non- 
singular, one can define successively (25) and (24), and (26) and (27) are 
replaced by 
F = -G-1H T = - (G  - IqTA-1B) - IG(G - BTA-T-~)  -1 
× (G - BTA-TH)G- I~rTA -1 
= - (G  - H_TA-1B)-IH_TA-1 = (I + FA-1B) - IFA  -1 
= F ( I  + A -1B~' ) - IA - !  = F (A  + B-~) -1 (28) 
and 
A- I ( I -BF)  =A-a[ I -B_P(A+B?)  -1] = (A+BF)  -1 (29) 
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respectively, where manipulations of the same type as for (26) have been 
performed. Finally, notice that from (15) we have that 
/(7 = TT /c7  (30) 
where 
T := I I 
Based on the above development one can prove parts 1 and 2 of the 
proposition. 
The "only if" part of part 1: Since X is simultaneously a solution to (1) 
and (8), G and G are both nonsingular. Hence G + BTH is nonsingular, 
as the first equality in (19) shows, and the conclusion follows from (21). 
The "If" part: As X is a solution to (1), we have from (13) that rank 
= m. Also, since R-  LTA-1B is invertible, (22) shows that G is 
invertible, i.e., rank G = m. Hence, following (30), we get rank/C = m = 
rankG+ rank(K - ~rG-l~rT) [see also (12)], from which rank/C = rank 
= m. Thus with (14) it follows that X is also a (symmetric) solution 
to (8). Since (24) and (25) coincide with (2) and (9), respectively, and X 
is an anticausal stabilizing solution to (1) [i.e., A- I ( I  - BF )  is ES], (27) 
shows that A + BF  is antistable, and the conclusion follows. 
Part 2: The "only if" part runs as above. For the "if" part the same 
scheme of proof as above is followed, but now the formulae (14), (23), (30), 
(13), and (29) are successively used. Thus the proposition is completely 
proved. • 
REMARK 1. ](: and ~ share the same inertia, as follows from (30). 
Notice that the matrix ~2 has been also used in [20, Section 10, Theorem 1, 
p. 113] in order to express the so-called positivity condition. The origin of 
(31) is quite transparent. Indeed, the linear system xk+l = Axk + Buk and 
its version in backward time can be rewritten as [xk+ 1 u k ] = u k ] 
and [x T UkT] T '7---1 T T T = [xk+ , u k ] respectively. 
REMARK 2. The attention in Proposition 2 has been focused on the 
anticausal stabilizing [antistabilizing] solution to (1) [(8)], and consequently 
X was considered to be symmetric. If this assumption is removed, it is not 
difficult to check that (13), (14), (22), and (23) [see also (30)] still hold for 
any solution X, from which we deduce that Equations (1) and (8) share 
the same solutions if and only if R -  LT A -1B is nonsingular. Concerning 
this conclusion consider the following example: 
A -- 0.5, B=I ,  Q=0,  L=I ,  R=2.  
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For such data, (1) is fulfilled for X = -2 .  Thus from (2) one obtains F = 1, 
from which A- I ( I  - BF)  = O, which is clearly ES, and consequently X is 
the anticausal stabilizing solution. But R-LTA-1B = 0. Hence X cannot 
be a solution to (8). Indeed, R + BTXB = 0 is not invertible. 
We shall be now interested in finding necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the existence of the anticausal stabilizing solution to the RDTRE (1). 
Clearly, if R-  LTA-1B is nonsingular, such conditions will be also neces- 
sary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the antistabilizing solution 
to the DTRE (8) (under the preassumption regarding the invertibility of 
the matrix A). 
3. MAIN RESULT 
In the next development we shall assume additionally that A is ES. In 
fact, we invoke feedback invariance to justify that constraint. Consider the 
state-space system 
ax = Ax  + Bu, (32) 
where u = (Uk)k_<-a, x = (Xk)k_<-l, Uk C R m, xk E R n, (~x) - i  = xo = 
Ax-1 + Bu_I ,  and A = diag(Ak)_-~, B = diag(Bk)_-~, Ak = A, Bk = B. 
Here A and B are multiplication operators acting on the linear spaces of 
R n- and Rm-valued input and state sequences defined for negative time 
moments. Thus (Ax)k = Axk and (Bx)k = Bxk for k < -1 .  We have also 
a i (Ax)  = Aa ix  for any integer i < 0, and the same for Bu. Therefore, 
if (32) holds, then we have a(cr~x) = Aa ix  + Baiu for any i < -1 ,  which 
expresses the so-called time-invariance property. A deep investigation con- 
cerning the system (32) viewed in a more general framework may be found 
in [1]. 
Since A is ES, (32) defines a linear bounded operator from l~_ 'm into 
12_ '~ × R ~ as follows: 
U 
(33) 
with  £ : 12,m_ ---* 12,m,_ q2 : 12,m_ --+ R ~ def ined as 
k-1 
i : - -O0  
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and 
-1  
~u = q2U = E A - i - lBu i  (35) 
i~ - -  CX) 
respectively. Notice that x ~ is the unique solution in 12_ 'n to (32). • is the 
so-called controllability operator (see [8, p. 54] for the continuous case). 
Let u E 12"m, x e 12"n, and { E R n. Then (x,£u} = ~l_mxT(Eu)k  = 
T T T k - i -1  TE~--l_ooAk_i_lBu ~ ~--1 X-~k-1%B (A ) xk = 
- T X "~-1  I~T[AT~i -k -1  E;__'_oo uTEk ,+, BT(AT)k-~-'xk = E; ' -oo uk z - . ,~=k+l~ ,,-- , 
x~ = (u, £*x), where 
-1  
(£*x)k= E BT(AT) i -k - lx i  for k<-2  and (£*x)-1 =0.  (36) 
i=k+l  
Similarly {~, ~u) = {T~u = z-.~:-o~V'-i ".~:YA-i-lBu, = E-~-~-oo uTBT(AT)  - i -1 
= {u, ~*~), where 
(@*~)k = BT(AT) -k - I~  for k < -1.  (37) 
Thus the adjoints E* and q2* of £ and k~, respectively, are made explicit 
via (36) and (37), respectively. 
Associate now to E = (A, B; Q, L, R) the reverse-time Popov index 
=;[:] (38) 
for u c 1~ m and x u E I~ ~ defined by (34), where Q, L, R are block diag- 
onal operators q = diag(Qk)G 1, L = diag(Lk)G 1, R = diag(_Rk)G 1, Qk = 
Q, Lk = L, Rk = R; then L* = diag(LT) -1 ,  as directly follows. Using 
(34), Equation (38) can be written as 
J(u) = lu, T~u}, u E 12_ 'm, (39) 
where 7-4:12'm --~ 12'm is defined as 
T4 := R + £*L + L*£ + £*Q£ = we*. (40) 
Now we can state the main result. 
THEOREM 1. Let E be a Popov triplet. Then the following assertions 
are equivalent: 
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1. The following hold: 
(a) 7~-1 is well defined and bounded; 
(b) ~7~-1~ * has a bounded inverse. 
2. The RDTRE (1) has a nonsingular anticausal stabilizing solution. 
Generally conditions l(a) and (b) are not easily checkable. However, as 
we shall see later (Sections 4 and 5), there are several relevant situations 
for which they can be directly checked. 
Since the proof of Theorem 1 is a little lengthy, the main arguments are 
stated as auxiliary results. 
Associate to E the system 
~x = Ax + Bu, 
A = Qx + A*ak + Lu, A0 = #, (41) 
v = L*x + B*ak + Ru, 
where x = (xk)k___-l, A = (Ak)k<<_-lU = (Uk)k<-l, (aA)- i  = A0 = p, and 
A, B, Q, L, R are the block diagonal operators introduced before. For each 
pair (#,u) C R n x l~ m, (41) provides an unique output v (t''~) E 12_ 'm. 
Indeed, let x ~ be given by (34), which is the unique solution in 12_ 'n to the 
first equation of (41). For x = x ~ and # c R n the second equation of (41) 
has a unique solution in 12__ 'n, denoted A (u'~), such that 
and 
where 
and 
--1 
(rz)k = E(AT) i -kZ~ 
i=k  
,~(0 #'u)  = (O' /~(#'U))_ 1 ~-~ ].t 
A ("'u) = ~# + F(Lu + QxU), 
(42) 
(43) 
for k<- I  and (Fz )k=0 for k=0 (45) 
for all z = (zi)~<-i e l~ n. Hence the last equation of (41) yields 
v ("'u) = L*x u + Ru  + B*aA ("'~), (46) 
which is exactly the unique mentioned output. 
(@#)k = (AT)-k#, k <_ O, (44) 
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LEMMA 1. For each (p,u)  E R n x l~ m we have 
v (~'~) = 7~u + 9"# (47) 
with T¢ and q2* given by (40) and (37), respectively. 
Proof. From (43) we get, with (44) and (45), 
BT (~A(t*,u))k = BT (~p)k+l + BT (F(Lu + QxU))k+l 
-1  
= BT(AT) -k - I#  + ~ BT(AT)*-k- I (Lu~ + Qx~) 
i=k+l  
= + + qx ))k, k < -2 ,  (48) 
and 
BT(aA(u'~)) - I  = BTp : (~*t*)- i  + (£*(Lu + qxU) )_ l ,  (49) 
where (42), (37), and (36) have been successively used. With (48) and (49) 
one obtains 
B 'a ) ,  (~'~) = ~*# + [£*Lu + qx~)]  = ~*# + £*Lu  + £*q£u,  (50) 
where x u has been replaced with £u  [see (33)]. With (50) subst i tuted in 
(46), Equat ion (47) follows with the help of (40). • 
COROLLARY 2. If l (a) and (b) in the statement of Theorem 1 hold, 
then for each ~ E R n there exists a unique pair (#, u) E R n × 12_ 'm, denoted 
(1, ~, u~), for which q2u = ~ and v (''~) = O. 
Proof. Let { E R n be given, and define 
:= (51) 
and 
U { :~_ "~-ll I ./* (kI,/"/~-l~I/*)-l~. 
If u = u ~ and tt = S ,  then (47) yields v ("'~) -- 0 and ~u = ~. Thus the 
existence of a pair (it, u) satisfying the requirements has been proved. For 
uniqueness, if ~*# + TCu = ~*~ + 7~ -- 0 and q2u = ~ -- {, then one 
obtains q2(u -~)  = -~R. - I~*(#-~)  = 0. Thus # = ~ and u = ~ as 
well. • 
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Denote now by x ~ and A~ the solutions x u and ,~(u,u), respectively, eval- 
uated for # -- #~ and u -- u ~. Then we have 
PROPOSITION 3. Assume that l(a) and l(b) in the statement of 
Theorem 1 hold. Then there exist a unique symmetric and invertible matrix 
X E R n×n and a matrix F E R mxn such that 
1. one has 
and 
2. one has 
Ai = xx l ,  k < -1, (53) 
Ui_  1 ~- Fxl, k _~ --J-, (54) 
for all ~ E R'L 
We have also #~ = X~ and u~ 1 = E~ for k = 0 in (53) and (54), respec- 
tively. 
3. u = Fax ,  F = d iag(Fa) -~,  Fk = F, is an anticausal stabilizing feed- 
back for the reverse-time version x = A- l~x  - A -1Bu of (32), that 
is, A - I ( I  - BE)  is ES. Here A -1 = diag(Ak~)_-~, Aa = A. 
4. For X and F the following system is fulfilled: 
X + A-T (x -  Q)A -1 + HF  = O, 
(55) 
H T + GF  = O, 
where G and H are defined by the first two relations in (10). 
Proof. Parts 1 and 2: Let X E R nxn be defined as 
X := -(q~n- l f f l*)  -1 = X r. (56) 
As -k~7~-lff2 * :R  n ~ R n, we have identified here the linear map -~7~- lq J  *
with its matrix representation X = [x l ' - 'x ,~] = Mat(-q~7~-lq~*), x~ = 
-~7~-1~*e i ,  i = 1 , . . . ,  n, where e l , . . . ,  e,~ is the standard basis of R '~. 
Clearly X is symmetric and invertible and 
~ = X¢  = A0 ~, (57) 
as follows from (51) and (42). As (52) defines a linear bounded operator 
from R n into 12_ 'm, it follows that 
w-+ (T~.--1'~*('~/']'~--1'~/*)--1~)_ 1 = U~_I (58) 
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defines a linear operator from R ~ into R m. Denote by F the matrix rep- 
resentation of (58), and obtain that 
u~ 1 = F~ : Fx~o, (59) 
where, as we have already mentioned, x~0 = Ax~_l + BUl l  = ~. For any 
i < -1  let ~:= x~ together with ~ := X{  and u := 7~-1~*(~74-~¢*)-1~. 
Then ~g = ~, as directly follows, and from Lemma 1 [see (47) combined 
with (56)], we get v (p'~) = 0. But 
ax ~ = Ax  ~ + Bu ~, 
,X ~ = Qx ~ + A*a.X ~ + Lu ~, .X~ = tt ~, (60) 
0 = L*x ~ + B*aA ~ + Ru ~, 
and 
q2u ~ = ,~, (61) 
in accordance with the definition of x ¢ and A~ given above. From (60) we 
have that 
a(aix ~) =Aa~x ~ +Ba~u ~, 
a~A~ =Qaix  ¢ +A*a(a~A ~) + La~u ~, 
0=L*a~x ( +B*a(a~A~)+Raiu  ~, 
= (62)  
as follows by applying ai in conjunction with the time-invariance property 
to the both sides of each equation of (60). From (61) with (35) we deduce 
that 
kga iu~=x~=~ -. (63) 
Therefore (62) and (63) show that v (~'~) = 0 and ~ = ~ for ~ := A~ and 
:= a~u ~. Hence, according to Corollary 2, ~ = ~ and g = ~, i.e., A~ = 
X~= Xxf  and a~u ~ = ~, from which (criu~)_l = uf_ 1 = u- I  = F~= Fx~, 
and the conclusion follows. 
Part 3: From the first equation of (60) we have x ¢ = A-X( I -BF)ax  ~ for 
the anticausal state-space f edback u~ = Fcrx~ and F = diag(Fk)-~, Fk = 
F, introduced in the previous parts. We have also from (34) and (52) that 
X( = £T~-lkI/*(xlY]-~-ltI l*)- l( =:  X( 
with x :R  '~ --* l 2-n. Thus [Ix(H2 _< PlI~]], where p >_ IIXII- Since x~ = 
~-k~ for k _< -1 and .A := A- I ( I  - BF),  the last inequality shows that 
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-1  ~T ~ -k  ~T[E~_O~(~T~)--k]~ < p2ll~ll2. Hence b := Ek=_oo(A ) is well 
defined and I < P < pI. Since ~T~_p = --I, as can easily be checked, it 
follows that A = A-1 ( I -BF)  is ES, in accordance with standard Lyapunov 
stability results. 
Part 4: Using parts 1 and 2, (60) becomes 
x ~ = A- I ( I -  BF)ax  ~, 
Xx ~ = Qx ~ + LFax  ~ + A*Xax ¢, 
0 = L*x ~ + RF~x ~ + B*Xax ~, 
where X = diag(Xk)_-~, Xk = X. If the first equation is used in the other 
two, it results that 
[ (q - X )A - I ( I  - BF )  + LF  + A*X] x  = 0, 
[L*A-I( I  - BF) + RF  + B*X]ax ~ = 0 
Since (axe)_1 = ~ and ~ is arbitrary in R n, the above two equations 
evaluated at k = -1 yield 
(Q - X )A - I ( I  - BF )  + nF  + AT x = O, 
(64) 
LTA- I ( I -  BF )  + RF  + BTx  = O, 
and the first equation of (55) is obtained by premultiplying both sides of 
the first equation of (64) by A -T. If now X is made explicit from the 
first equation of (64) and then is substituted in the second one, the second 
equation of (55) follows. 
By comparing now the system (55) with (3), the uniqueness of X fol- 
lows automatically from Proposition 1. Thus Proposition 3 is completely 
proved. I 
Assume again that l(a) and (b) in the statement of Theorem 1 hold. 
With (32) and F introduced in Proposition 3, consider the system 
crx = Ax + Bu, 
(65) 
V ~ - fc rx  q- it ,  
which defines a linear operator from N : l~ 'm ~ 12__ 'mx R n as follows: 
(66) 
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where 
Su := -Fax  ~ + u (67) 
with x u introduced via (34) and (axU)_l = Ax~ 1 + BU_ l .  We have 
LEMMA 2. N has a bounded inverse. 
Proof. First let us prove that N is  onto. Let v El2_ 'm and~ ER n be 
arbitrary given, and define u = (Uk)k<_-i through 
x = A- I ( I -  BF )ax -  A -1Bv ,  (ax) - i  = x0 = ~, 
(68) 
u = Fcrx + v. 
Since A := A-  1 ( I  - BF )  is ES, as part 3 of Proposit ion 3 asserts, the first 
equation of (68) has a unique solution x (¢,v) = (x(¢'~))k<_l e l 2:n given by 
-1  
z~('~) = A-k¢  + E .4-~-k/?vi, B:=-A- 'B ,  k<- l .  (69) 
i=k  
Hence 
u (¢'~) := Fax  (¢'~) + v • 12 ''~, (az(¢'v))_ l  = ~. (70) 
Thus (68) defines a linear bounded operator N : 12'm x R ~ into 12 'm as 
But 
x(~, v) = A - I ( I  _ BF)ax(~,  v) _ A-1Bv ,  
u (~'v) = Fax  (~'v) + v 
is equivalent o 
~x(~, v) = Ax(~, v) + Bu  (~'v), 
v = -Fax  (~'v) + u (~'v) 
together with 
(az (~''))-  1 = {, (72) 
(73) 
= (ax(~'v)) - i  = Ax~i  v) + Bu(~'v)-I ~ ff~u (~'v), (74) 
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as directly follows by substituting the second equation of (72) into the first 
one, for (73), and by using (69) and (70), for (74). Thus 
Su (~'v) = v, ff2u (~'v) = ~, 
and 
Hence N is onto. 
To prove that  N is one-to-one, let Nu = 0. Hence we must have ax  = 
Ax  +Bu,  O= -Fax+u,  and ~u = 0. From this one obtains x = A- I ( I  - 
BF )ax  = Aax ,  (O'X)- 1 = X 0 = Ax-1 +Bu-1  = q2u = 0. Hence the unique 
solution to x = Aax  with zero initial condition is clearly x = 0, which 
yields u = Fax  = 0. Thus Nu -- 0 ~ u = 0, and the conclusion follows. 
Since N is simultaneously onto and one-to-one, it has a bounded inverse 
N -1 (see [9, Theorem 4.2, p. 221]) given by (68). [] 
Notice that  12 'm and l~ m × R ~ are in fact linearly isometric as infi- 
nite, dimensional separable Hilbert spaces (see [9, Theorem 17.1, p. 36]). 
Let X be introduced by (56), X = diag(Xk) --1, Xk = X,  and let G = 
d iag(Gk) -~,  H = diag(Hk)_-~, Gk = G, Ilk = H with G and H intro- 
duced via the first two equalities of (10) (with X updated).  Then we can 
state and prove. 
PROPOSITION 4. Assume that there exists a pair (X, F)  with X = X T 
for which the system (55) is fulfilled and A- I ( I  - BF)  is ES. Then: 
1. One has 
[0 0] N* N = 7~ (75) 
-X  
with ~ and N introduced by (40) and (66), (67), respectively. 
2. G-1 exists. 
Proof. Using (66), Equation (75) is equivalent o 
S*GS = 7~ + q~*Xq2. (76) 
To prove (76) we shall show that  both sides of (76) generate the same 
quadratic functional. Let u E l~ m, and write, using (55), (67), 
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and (10), 
(u, S*GSu> = (Su, GSu> = ( -Fax  + u, -GFaz  + Gu) 
= - {Fax + u, -H*ax  + Gu) 
( -HFax  + Hu, ax> - (GFax,  u> + (u, Gu> 
{-HFax ,  ax) + 2{Hu, ax) + (u, Gu} 
<Xax, crx) + (A-* (Q - X )A - I (Ax  + Bu), Ax + Bu} 
+ 2(A-* (L  - (Q - X )A-1B)u ,  Ax + Bu) 
+ (R  - L*A-1B - B*A-*L  + B*A-* (Q  - X )A -1B)u ,  u) 
from which 
IIGuII2 = I IN-*~N-I~II  (77) 
for ~ = 0 and ~ := col(u, 0). Here the norm in the right-hand side of (77) 
is taken in l~ m × R ~. Let _~ := N-*7-4N -1 = N*, which clearly has a 
bounded inverse/~-1 = NT~-IN. .  Then (77) becomes 
IiGuiI2 = IIN~II. (7s) 
Thus with (78) we have 
IlutI~ -- II~II = IIN-~/9~Ii < [IN-~II IlNull2 = 11~9-~llllGulli, 
where II~lI is the induced norm in 12 'm × R n. Hence 
1 
IIGulh >_ ¢IN_I¢-----TllulI2 = ,~ollull2 (79) 
-- <Xax, ax> - <xx, ~> + <qx, ~> 
+ (z, Lu> + (L'z, u) + (u, Ru> 
= (ax)T_lX(ax)_l + <(R + L*£ + £*L +/ : *Q£)u ,  u} 
--- (Ax_~ + Bu_ , )TX(Ax_ ,  + Bu_, )  + (Tiu, u} 
= (~,, (wx ,  + n)~).  
Here x = x ~, (ax) - i  = Ax-1 + BU_l = ~u. Thus (76) holds. 
Part 2: Using Lemma 2, (75) yields 
[: :] 1[:] 
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for 50 := I / [ IN- I l l  > 0. From (79) it follows that Gu = 0 if and only 
if u = 0. Hence Ker G = 0 and G is one-to-one. On the other hand, 
Im G = ImG.  Indeed, if v i c ImG,  i > 1, and v i ~ v as i ~ co, then 
from v i = Gu i (u i exists in 12. 'm because vi E ImG)  we get Ilu i - uJll2 _ 
(1 /~0) ] lG(u  ~ - u J ) [ [2  = (1 /50) l fv  ~ - v i i i2 .  
As (vi)i_>l is clearly a Cauchy sequence, (ui)i_l will be also a Cauchy 
sequence, as follows from the above inequality. Hence u i ~ u E 12_ 'm, and 
by continuity Gu = v. Hence Im G is closed. Since G = G*, it follows 
that (see [9, Theorem 12.1, p. 81]) l~ m = ImG ® Ker G = ImG and 
consequently G is onto. Hence G has a bounded inverse, and G -1 exists 
as well. Thus the proof of the proposition ends. • 
Now we pass to the 
Proof  of  Theorem 1. For 1 ~ 2 use Propositions 3 and 4. Thus F can 
be eliminated from (55), and (1) is fulfilled. As F coincides with (2) and 
X is nonsingular, the conclusion follows from the above-cited propositions. 
2 ~ 1: Since (1) has an anticausal stabilizing solution X, it follows that 
(55) holds for such X and F given by (2), and A- I ( I  - BF)  is ES. Hence 
N is well defined by (66), and according to Proposition 4 the identity (75) 
is true. As N, G, and X have all bounded inverses, (75) shows that 7¢ -1 
is well defined and bounded and l(a) is proved. For l(b) rewrite (75) as 
0 -X  -1  kI/*] = L~IIT~-IS* kI/~~-l~JI/* " 
Hence X -1 = _~-1~. ,  and (kv~- l~*) - i  is well defined and bounded. 
Thus Theorem 1 is completely proved. • 
REMARK 3. An argument for the assumption made on the invertibility 
of the matrix A is related to the invertibility of the anticausal stabilizing 
solution to (1). In fact, as we show below by means of a counterexample 
(see [5]), if that assumption fails, the antistabilizing solution to the usual 
DTRE (8) may not even exist. Let E = (A, B; Q, L, R) = (0, 1; 0, 0, 1). For 
such a triplet the DTRE reduces to X = 0. Hence the antistable solution 
does not exist. As has been shown in [5], many other remarkable properties 
of the DTRE strongly depend on the invertibility assumption made on A. 
4. POSITIVITY.  FREQUENCY-DOMAIN CONDITIONS 
In the previous section we discussed the existence of the anticausal sta- 
bilizing solution to the RDTRE (1) when G := R-  LTA-1B -BTA-TL  + 
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BTA-T(Q -- X )A -1B [see (10)] may be of indefinite sign. In the present 
section we discuss the positivity case, i.e. G > 0. As we shall see, under the 
controllability assumptions on the pair (A, B), condition l(b) in Theorem 
1 can be removed, while condition l(a) reduces to the requirement imposed 
on the operator 7Z to be coercive. Such last condition will be expressed in 
frequency-domain conditions via the so-called Popov function. 
THEOREM 2. Let ~ be as in the statement of Theorem 1, and assume in 
addition that the pair (A, B) is controllable. Then the following assertions 
are equivalent: 
1. T~ >> 0. 
2. The RDTRE (1) associated to E has a (unique) negative definite an- 
tieausal stabilizing solution, X < O, and G > 0 with G introduced 
in (lO). 
Proof. 1 ~ 2: Since 7~ >> 0 (i.e., there exists 5 > 0 such that (u, T~u) > 
51]ul]~ for all u • 12_'m), we have I]T~l/2ul] 2 > 51/211ull 2. Following the 
same arguments as in the proof of part 2 of Proposition 4, it follows that 
7~ 1/2 is simultaneously one-to-one and onto. Hence T~ 1/2 has a bounded 
inverse, and the same is true for T~. Moreover, T~ -1 is also coercive. 
Thus part l(a) of Theorem 1 is true. Since (A, B) is controllable, it fol- 
lows that ~*  > 0. Hence for every ~ • R n we have ~T~T~-lq*~ = 
>  11] * 1122 = = > .  211 ]12, 
with Vl, v2 > 0. Hence ~T~- lq  * > 0 and consequently is invertible. Thus 
part l(b) of Theorem 1 also holds. Hence the RDTRE (1) has an (invert- 
ible) anticausal stabilizing solution. Using now the identity (75), which 
clearly holds, we get 
Hence G > 0 and X < 0. 
2=~1: 
0 ] =N_ ,7~N_ I  >>0" 
-X  
As (81) clearly holds, it follows that T~ is coercive. 
(81) 
REMARK 4. Theorem 2 is intimately related to Theorem 2 in [12]. In 
that theorem the attention is focused on the evaluation of a lower bound to 
a "reverse-time" quadratic ost subject to a linear dynamical constraint, 
while in the present Theorem 2 the main interest is in obtaining neces- 
sary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the anticausal stabilizing 
solution to the RDTRE (1). In fact both developments are based on the 
positivity of the same self-adjoint operator T~. 
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In order to express assertion 1 of Theorem 2 in terms of frequency- 
domain conditions, we need some preliminaries. As A is ES, 
(Tx = Aex  + Beu, (82) 
where Ae 
each u E 12'm a unique solution x~ C l 2'~ given by 
Thus 
= diag(Ak)_~, Be = diag(Bk)_~, Ak = A, Bk = B, has for 
k-1  
(x~)k = ~ Ak-i-~Bu~, k e Z (83) 
i= - -oO 
-~ = ~ (8a) ~e :12'm 12'n, ~eU X e 
is a linear bounded operator. By comparing (83) with (34) one can conclude 
that 
= n~_~H_ ~, (85) 
that is, /: is the anticausal Toeplitz operator associated to £e. Associate 
now to E = (A, B; Q, L, R) the global Popov index 
(86) 
for u E 12''~ and x~ c 12'~ defined via (83), and where Qe = diag(Qk)-~oo, 
Le = d iag(Lk)~,  Re = diag(Rk)_~, Qk = Q, Lk = L, Rk = R. Using 
(84), we obtain from (86) 
Je(u) = (u, ~u) ,  (87) 
where 
7~e := Re + L*Ee + g*L + Z*Qe/:e, 
T~e : 12'm --~ l 2'm, and the adjoint £:~ of/~e is given by 
oo 
(£*eX)k = E BT(AT) i -k - lX~'  k E Z, 
i=k+l  
(88) 
(89) 
for x E 12'n. 
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Let )f be the unique solution to the Lyapunov equation 
AT.YA - X + Q = O, (90) 
and introduce (see [20, Chapter 1]) 
N 
DEFINITION 2. We refer to E = (A, B; 0, L, R) with 
= L + AT.YB,  R = R + BTXB (91) 
as the reduced equivalent of E = (A, B; Q, L, R). 
PROPOSITION 5. Let E be the reduced equivalent of E, and let J and 
Je be the reverse-time Popov index (38) and the global Popov index (86) 
associated to E, respectively. Then we have 
1. J(u) = J(u) + (u, ~*)(~u} Vu • 12_'m; 
= de(u) ,  Vu • 
3. X is a solution to the RDTRE (1)associated to E if and only if X -X  
is a solution to (1) associated to E. 
Proof. 1: Let 
(92) 
be the operator (40) associated to E, where [, = diag(Lk)_-~, R = 
Hence by using (91) one obtains for all u • 12_ 'm, J(u) = {u, ~u)  = 
(u, ~ + I,*E + £*~,)u) = (u,~R + L*£ +/:*L + £*QE)u} + {u, (B*XB + 
B*XA£ + £*A*XB + £*A*Xa£)u) - (u ,  £* [A*XA + Q]Eu) = ~,  nu} + 
( (Ax  ~ +Bu) ,X(Ax  ~ +Bu))  - (x ~,Xx  ~) = (u, nu)  + (ax ~,xax  ~} - 
(xu ,Xx  u) : (u,T~u) + (oxu)T ix( tTxU)_ l  : J (u)  + (u ,~*Z~u) ,  where 
(axe)_1 = AX~_l + Bu_x = x~= q~u and X = diag()~k)-~, /~k = 2.  
2: Let Xe = diag()~k)-~, Xk =/~. By using exactly the same compu- 
tation as above, one obtains for u • 12,m 
= = - (xe ,  xoxe)  (93) 
u = £eu, and where x e
ne := fie + LeE~ +/:~f~e (94) 
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is the operator (88) associated to E. Since the inner product is taken 
over the whole of l 2,n, we get (~x~, "Xeax~) - (pz~, X~pxU~) = O, and the 
conclusion follows directly from (93). 
3: Using (10), where X is a solution to (1), one obtains, by (90), 
G = R + BT .~B - (L + ATxB)TA-1B - BTA-T(L  + ATXB)  
+ BTA-T(Q - .~ + ATXA - X + X. - ATXA)A-1B 
- BTXB + BTXB + BTXB 
= R - ~TA-1  B _ BTA-T~ + BTA-T(x  _ X )A-1B,  
H = A -T  [L + AT) (B  - (Q - .~ + AT) (A  
- X + X - ATXA)A- IB ]  - .XB 
= A-T (L  _ (X - X )A -1B) ,  
K = X - 2 + A-T (x  - X )A ,  
and the conclusion follows by (13) and Remark 2 in Section 2. • 
COROLLARY 3. Let E be the reduced equivalent of E. Then 
= n + (95) 
~ = n~, (96) 
7~ = H_mT~II m = IImT%~H_ m, (97) 
i.e., ~ is the anticausal Toeplitz operator of ~e or T~e. 
Proof. Equations (95) and (96) follow directly from parts 1 and 2 of 
Proposition 5, respectively, while (97) is a direct consequence of (85) be- 
cause H~ commutes with any block diagonal operator. • 
For E we introduce now the so-called Popov function (see [20]) 
= R + LT(z I - -  A)- IB  + BT(z - I I -  AT) - I L  
+ BT(z - I I  - AT) - IQ(z I  - A ) - IB .  (98) 
Since A is ES, II(e i°) is well defined for all 0 E [0, 21r]. Now we can state 
and prove a slightly modified version of Theorem 2 where the condition for 
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the existence of the anticausal stabilizing solution is expressed in frequency- 
domain terms. 
THEOREM 3. Let E be the reduced equivalent orE, and assume that the 
pair (A, B) is controllable. Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
1. n(e j°) > o vo e [0, 
2. The RDTRE (1) associated to E has a negative definite anticausal sta- 
bilizing solution, and G > O, where G, introduced by the first equality 
in (10), is updated with the data orE. 
Proof. 1 a 2: If u < 12,m, denote by ~'[u] e L2(0, 2~r; R "~) its (discrete) 
Fourier transform. Since A is ES, one obtains from (82) that 5"[x~] = 
Jz[£¢u] = (zI  - A)-IB$e[u], z = e ja. From this, by using (88), (96), and 
(98), one can easily see that :F[~eU] = Y[TEeu] = FI(z)$'[u], z = e je, and 
u E l 2'm. Let e := inf{II(e je) I 8 e [0, 2rr]}. Then for all u C l 2'm for which 
H~u = 0 one obtains, by the aid of Parseval's identity, 
 LI<I  =  LL*[u]II  <_ (z = 
where (96) has been used and u is seen to be in 12_ 'm. Hence 7~ >> 0, and 
the conclusion follows by using Theorem 2 with respect o the reduced 
triplet E. 
2 ~ 1: By hypothesis, (55) is fulfilled for the anticausal stabilizing 
solution X and for F given by (2), both with respect o the RDTRE (1) 
associated to E. We have also that A- I ( I  - BF)  is ES. Since A is ES, 
o'x = AeX + Beu, 
(99) 
v = -Fe~rX + u, 
where F~ = diag(F)~_oo, Fk = F, defines a linear bounded operator 
Se : 12'm ~ 12'm. Since (99) holds if and only if 
x = Ag l ( I -  BeF~)ax-  AelB~v,  (100) 
we have 
u = F~ax + v 
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and A -1 ( I -BF)  is ES. Furthermore, Se has a bounded inverse S[  1 defined 
by (100). Now by using the same computations as those performed for 
proving part 1 of Proposition 4, one obtains 
S*GeS¢ = 7~, (101) 
where Ge = diag(Gk)_~, Gk = G, with G evaluated for the data of E. In- 
deed, the second term which appears in the right-hand side of (76) vanishes 
" = " [see (84)1,x  because (axe ,Xeaxe)  - (x~,Xex~) O, where  x e = = 
diag(Xk)_~, Xk = X, and the inner product is taken over the whole ofl 2,m. 
As we have seen before, T[7~eu] = II(z)5~[u], z = e/° Vu E /2,m. If 
S~(z) := -Fz (z I  - A ) - IB  + I, then (99) shows that .~[Seu] = S~(z) = 
~[u], z = eJ°Vu E 12'~. Notice also that S j l ( z )  is well defined for z = 
e j° Vt? E [0, 27:], as directly follows from (100), which defines S [  1. Hence 
(101) is equivalent to STe(z-1)GSe(z ) = H(z), z = e je. Since G > 0 and 
Se(e j°) is nonsingular for all 0 E [0, lr], clearly II(e j°) > 0 Yt? E [0, 2~], as 
the last equality shows. • 
5. THE EXTENDED NEHARI'S PROBLEM 
Based on the results of the previous ection, a suboptimal solution, with 
prescribed tolerance, for the extended Nehari's problem (ENP) will be ef- 
fectively constructed. In fact we present here the discrete counterpart of 
the results given in [17]. Let us first state the ENP. Let (A, B, C1,0) and 
(A, B, C2, D2) be two discrete-time linear systems atisfying the following 
requirements: (a) A -1 exists; (b) A is ES, (c) the pair (A, B) is controllable. 
Here A E R n×n, B E R n×m, Ci E R p~xn, Di C R p~xn, i = 1,2(D1 = 0). 
Denote by Gl(z) and G2(z) the associated transfer matrices, i.e. Gi(z) = 
Ci (z I  - A ) - IB  + Di, i = 1, 2. Clearly Gi(z) E RH~. The ENP consists in 
finding a system (.4, B, C, 0) with .4 antistable (A ^2-1 is ES) such that the 
transfer matrix G(z) = C(z I  - ~) -1~,  G(z) E RH~, satisfies 
GI(Z ) -- G(z)  oo < "~ 
C2(z) 
(102)  
for an a priori given "), called the tolerance. 
An equivalent form for (102) is the following. Because of the assump- 
tions made on them, the above systems in the statement of the ENP 
define linear bounded operators denoted T1,T2, and T, respectively, i.e. 
Ti:l 2'm --* 12'p~, i = 1,2, and T: l  2,m --* l 2'pl. More exactly, (Tiu)k = 
~k-- lc~ C iAk - j - lBu j  d- Diuk, i -= 1,2, and (TU)k = -- E~°_k ~(X-1)j-k 
A-1Bu j ,  for k ~ Z and u E 12'm. In fact T1,T2, and T are the time images 
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of G1 (eJ°), G2(eJ°), and G(eJ°), respectively. Thus (102) is equivalent to 
T I~ T _< Y, (103) 
where the H ~ norm in the left-hand side of (102) equals the/2-induced 
norm in the left-hand side of (103) (see for instance [8, Theorem 2, p. 13] 
and for more details [23]). 
A first result concerns necessity. It is stated as follows: 
THEOREM 4. Assume that a solution to the ENP exists. Then for each 
~/ > 7 the RDTRE (1) associated to the Popov triplet E~ = (A, B; Q, L, RS) 
where 
Q --- cTc1, L = -C~D2 - ATe[B, 
R~ = ~2I - DTD2 - BTXB,  
and X is the unique solution to the Lyapunov equation 
ATXA - fi: + cT1c1 + cTc2  =- 0 
(104) 
(lO5) 
has a negative definite anticausal stabilizing solution, and G > 0 for G 
given by (10) and evaluated for actual data. 
Proof. If (103) holds, then 
[IT2ul[~ + II(T~ - T)ull~ < ~21[ull~ Vu C 12,m. (106) 
Now we shall give an evaluation for each term in the left-hand side of the 
inequality (106). For HT2(u)[[~ we may write 
IIT2ull~ = <T2u, T2u> = (C2~x~ + D2¢u, C2~x~ + D2~u} 
[C~eC2¢ C~eD2~] Ix u 
= (u, 7 2 u) e t ( lo7)  
where x~ = £eU [see (84)], C2e = diag(C2k)_~, D2e = diag(D2k)_~c~, 
Q2¢ = diag(CTkc2k)-~, L2~ = diag(CTkD2k)_~, Re = diag(DTkD2k)_~, 
C2k = C2, D2k = D2, and J2e(U) and ~2e are the global Popov index [see 
(86)] and the operator (88), respectively, both associated to the Popov 
triplet E2 = (A,B;Q2, L2, R2), where Q2 = cTc2, L2 = CTD2, and 
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R2 = DTD2. Following (96), Equation (107) yields the evaluation 
]IT2uN 2 = (u, T;T2u> : <u,/~2eu> Vu • 12,m, (108) 
where ~2e is the operator (94~associated to the reduced equivalent E2 of 
E2, that is, F,2 = (A, B; 0, L2, R2), where 
~--,2 : CT D2 n u AT x2 B, R2 -=- DT D2 -}- BT X2B, (109) 
and )(2 is the unique solution to 
AT X2A - 22 + cTc2  = O. (110) 
From (108) we have also 
~2~ = T~T2. (111) 
Now we shall give an evaluation for the second term in the left-hand side 
of (106). Let u • 12'm with 
H~u = 0. (112) 
Then for such u we can write 
jf(z  - T)ull  -- II + n'_')(T1 - T)(II T + rlT)u][~ 
: ]I(H~_ 1 + riP J )  (T1 - T)rI~u[]~ 
= Ilrlp+iTirl~_u- nP+lTn~_u + nP2(T1 - T)IImull] 
= IIHT, ull ~ = (u,H~, HTlU), (113) 
where HT1 = II~_' T111_ m is the causal Hankel operator associated to 2"1, and 
II~_'TII_ m = 0 is the causal Hankel operator associated to T, which is the 
linear bounded input-output operator of an antistable system (A -1 is ES; 
(see [8, Chapter 5] and for more details [19]). 
Using the evaluations (108) and (113) in (106), we can write for each 
u • 12'rn satisfying (112) 
"T2[[uN2 2 ~ (U,7"~2eU} + (u,H~I HTlU } 
= (IImu, ~.2eIImu) + (u, tt~. HT, u} 
= (u, I I~2~n~u) + (u, H~, 1Hr, u) 
= (u,~2u} + (u,H~,HTlU}, (114) 
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where ~2 is the operator (92) associated to E2 and where (97) has been 
used. But (see [8, Example 7, p. 54]) 
H~HT~ = ~10101~1 = ~1X1~1, (115)  
where ~1 and O1 are the controllability and observability operators, respec- 
tively, associated to (A, B, C1,0). Here (01~)k = C1Ak~, k >_ 0, ~ E R ~, 
and consequently O~O1 x~o~ IATskcT  C A k = Z- k=0~ J 1 1 = X1 with X1 the unique 
solution of 
AT.X1A - X1 + cTc1  = O. (116)  
By combining (115) with part 1 of Proposition 5 one obtains 
(u ,n~lnT lu )  = Jl(U) - -  Jl(U) : (u, ('~1 - -  T~l)U) Vu ~ 12:m, (117) 
where J1, ~ emd T~I, 7~1 are the reverse-time Popov indices and the op- 
erators (40)~ and (92) associated_ _ to E1 = (A,B; Q1,0,0) and its reduced 
equivalent E1 = (A, B; 0, L1, R1), respectively, and where 
Q1 = cTc1 ,  L1 = AT21B,  R1 = BT.X1B (118) 
with )~1 given by (116). By substituting (117) in the right-hand side of 
(114) one obtains 
~/2(U,U / ~ (U,('~2 Jr- ~-'~1 -- T~l)U) Vu e 12:m, 
from which we have 
- - + >_ - 72)11 1L 
or equivalently 
T¢~ := 72I - ~2 - ?~1 + T¢1 >> 0, (119)  
where 7~ is the operator (40) associated to the Popov triplet Z~ defined 
by (104), (105), as directly follows from E2, and from El, El, which were 
defined by Equations (109), (110) and by (118), (116), respectively. To 
be more specific, we have, in accordance with the definition of T~, that 
Q : Q1 =. CTCl ,  L = -~Zl - L2 = -C~D2 - AT(.x1 + )(2)B = --CTD2 -- 
ATXB,  and I~  = ~2[ _ DTD2 _ BT(x1  + 5~2) = ~I  -- DTD2 - BTXB,  
where X = X1 + )(2 satisfies (105), ms follows from (110) and (116). Us- 
ing (119), the conclusion follows on applying Theorem 2 to the Popov 
triplet E~. • 
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REMARK 5. Using (111) and (97), one obtains 7~2 = II_m~2eII m = 
HmT~T2H- m = TT~T2, where TT~T2 is the anticausal Toeplitz operator 
*T associated to T~ 2. With this evaluation of 7~2 the inequality (114) can be 
written as 
(u, (H~HT~ + TT;T~)U I <_ 72[]U1[~ 
for all u E 12,m satisfying (112). Since H~IHT ~ + TT~T2 = II-m(T{II~JT1 + 
T*T ~II m 2 2] - , it follows that the above equality is true for all u E 12'm [without 
the additional constraint (112)]. In fact 
"70 := pl/2(H~,HTI + TT~T2) <_ "7, (120) 
where by p(.) we have denoted the spectral radius. Thus if (103) holds, 
then the tolerance "7 must satisfy the inequality (120). Notice also that T~ 
defined by (119) can be also expressed as 
n~ -- ~2I - (H+IHT 1 + TT~T2), (121) 
as directly follows from the evaluations of ~2, as the anticausal Toeplitz 
operator of ~2e, and 7~1 - n l  [see (111), (117)]. 
Now we shall be concerned with the converse result to Theorem 4, i.e., if 
a negative definite solution to the RDTRE (1) (with updated coefficients) 
exists and G [see (10)] is positive definite, then a solution to the ENP can 
be constructed. In this regard we have 
THEOREM 5. Let 7 > 0, and assume that for ~ = "7 the RDTRE (1) 
associated to the Popov triplet E5 defined via (104), (105) has a negative 
definite anticausal stabilizing solution X, and G, defined via (10) (with 
actual data), is positive definite. Then for 
,4 = A-T (x  - cTc1)x  -1  , B = XB + A-TcTD2,  
the system (A, B, C, O) is a solution to the ENP. 
= C1X -1 
(122) 
721 - DT D2 - BT ~B + BT XB = vTv~ 
_CT D2 - AT XB + AT XB = wTv ,  
cTc1 + ATXA - X = wTw.  
(123) 
Proof. Notice first that according to the hypotheses there exists V C 
R m×m and W E R m×n such that 
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Indeed, as G > 0, let V := G-1/2(HTB + G) and W T := ATHG -1/2. 
Hence, combining (19) and (11) (see Proposition 2), (123) follows on re- 
placing Q, L, and R with their values given by (104) for ~ = 7. The 
system (123) is the so-called Kalman-Szego-Popov-Yakubovich (KSPY) 
system encountered in the Popov positivity theory (see [20, Theorem 1, 
pp. 112-113]). Since X < 0, we have, that X - C~Ct < 0 and .~-1 exists. 
We shall show first that ~-1 is ES. We have, with (122) and (123), 
A- Ix .~-T  -- X 
:x(x-cTc~) 
=x(x-cT<) 
=x(x-cTc1) 
=x(x-cTc,) 
=x(x-cT<) 
:X (X -CTC1 ) 
= ~ ,  
-1ATXA(X  - CTCl ) - l x  - x 
-1 (wTw -b X - cTI C1)(X - CTC1)- Ix - X 
-1wTw(x- -cTc1)x + X(X-CTC1)-tX - X 
'w~w(x-cTc , )x  +cTc , (x -cTc , ) - ' x  
'w~:w(x -cT<)x  + cTc , (s -  x ~cT<) -~ 
-1wTw(x-cTc1)x  Q-cT(I-C1X-1CT)-Ic1 
or 
~-~( -x )7 ,  - r  - ( -x )  + ~c#r  = o, (124) 
where 
:-~ [cT(I-C1X-1CT) -1/2 X(x -cTc1) - IwT] .  (125) 
Let 
~T : :  [ _~ I -Tx -1cT( I _C IX -1CT) , /2  0]. (126) 
With (125), (126), and (122) one obtains 
~-~ + ~ = ~-~ _ cTc~x-M-~ 
= ( I -CTC IX-1)X(X_C~I 'C I ) - IAT  : A T . 
T 1 Since A is ESxit follows that .4- + W/~ is ES too and consequently 
1 the pair (A- , W) is stabilizable. This fact, together with (124), where 
-X  > 0, leads to the conclusion (see [22, Proposition 3.1, p. 66, the dual 
version]) that ~-1 is ES. Thus the system (A, B, C, 0) defined by (120) is 
antistable. 
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Now we shall prove that (103) is fulfilled for this system. To this end 
notice first that a realization of 
[a l ( z )  - a(z), 
OR(z) = [ a2(z) 
is (AR, BR, CR, DR), where 
[ :] [0] 
C1 , DR = • 
CR = C2 D2 
(127) 
Since An is exponentially dichotomic (i.e., it has no eigenvalues on the unit 
circle), the system (127) defines a linear bounded input-output operator 
TR: I  2'm ----+ l 2,m × 12,p2, where IITR[[ = [IGR(Z)[[oo (see for instance [8, 
Theorem 2, p. 13; 23]). We check now that the KSPY system 
721 - DT  DR + BT  XRBR = VTVR, 
-CT  DR + ATRXRBR = WTVm (128) 
-C~CR + ~XRAR -- XR = W~WR 
is fulfilled for 
I: z] XR = _X_ I  
VR = (I  - WA-1X-1A-TwT) I /2v  (129) 
WR = [0 ( I -  WA-1X-1A-TwT) I /2wx-1] .  
Notice that I - WA-1X-1A-TW T > 0 because X < 0. For the first 
equality (128) we have from (127) and the second equalities (122) and 
(123) that 
~f21 _ DT DR + BT  XRBR 
= ,,/2I _ DTD2 + [B T BTx  _ VTWA -1] 
x -X  -1 XB -- A -TwTv 
= ,~2I _ DTD2 - BTXB + BTXB - VTWA-1X-1A-TwTv 
= vTv  -- VTWA-1X-1A-TwTv = vTvR,  
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where the first equation of (123) and the second equation of (129) have 
been used. 
For the second equality of (128) we have with (127) 
- -C~Dn + ATRXscBR 
[ c~ c~ o o s _~T 0 7 [D2] -{- [A0 T .,~T} [;2 _X-l] [.~ ] I_ 
[ -CT2 D2 - AT~B + AT~ = Zr (B  - x - '~)  
-CT  D2 - AT ~B + AT~:B + CT D2 ] 
: X_ I (x_cTC1)A_ I [B_X_ , (~.B+ A-TCTD2)]  J 
o l = X_ I (ATXA _ wTW)A- I [B  - X - I (XB  _ A -TwTv) ]  
o ] w,~v,¢, 
X-1wT( I  _ WA-1X-1ATWT)V 
where the last two equalities of (123) together with (129) have been used. 
Finally, for the last equality of (128), one obtains 
--CTCR + ATXRAR -- XR 
[ - - cTc l  -- cTc2 - AT~:A + 2 
= [ Uc,  + ~A - s 
Ol -- [-/~" /11  
1 
-U~ - A~X- I~ + X -1 | 
..l 
X-1wT( ] -  WA-1X-1A-TWT)WX -1 
where (105), (122), and the last equality of (123) have been used. Now 
we shall show that the operator Tn: l  2,m --+ l 2,pl × 12,v2, i.e., the operator 
defined by the system 
ax R = ARX R + BR u, 
(13o) 
y = CnxR + DRu, 
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is a 3"-contraction, i.e., [[TRulI2 <_ 3'[lu[[2 Vu C l 2'm. Here AR = diag(Ank)~_~, 
BR = diag(Bnk)~_oo, CR = diag(CRk)_~oc, DR = diag(DRk)~_oo, ARk = 
AR, BRk = BR, CRk --- CR, DRk = DR are given by (127), and xR = 
(X[tk)keZ, XRk E R 2n. For XR = diag(XRk)_°°oo, VR = diag(VRk)_~oc, 
WR = diag(WRk)~_o~, XRk = X ,  VRk ~- V ,  WRk = W, we have 
3"211u11~ -IITRuII~ 
= 72[[u11~ - IICRxn + DRUI[~ 
' [  V~W~-B~X~A~ v~vR B~X~BRJ 
= IIWR~R + VRu[I~ - <~'xR, XR~R> + <XR, XR~R> 
= IIWRzR + VRulI~ _> 0, (131) 
where the last inequality holds because -((rxR, XncrxR) + (XR, XRXR)  = 0 
in 12'nn. Thus 72[[u1[ 2 - [ITRUI[~ >_ 0Vu C 12'm, and the conclusion follows. 
Hence ]]TR[[ _< 7, and the theorem is completely proved. • 
At this stage we have recovered, in a self-contained manner, the following 
well-known result in H °~ theory: 
COROLLARY 4. 
inf Gl(z) - G(z) = p l /2(H~ HT ~ + TT~T2)" 
G(z)eRH ~_ G2(z)  
oo 
(132) 
Proof. Let 3' be the value of the left-hand side of (132). Following 
Remark 4, one obtains 3' _ 3"0, with 3'0 defined via (120). Assume that 
7 > 3'0. Hence there exists 3'1 such that 3' > 3'I > 70 and consequently 
3"2I - (H~IHT1 + TT~T2) >_ (3'2 _ 3'02)i [see the definition of 3'0 in (120)]. 
Using (121), one obtains 7~71 >> 0. Hence, according to Theorem 2, the 
RDTRE (1) associated to E.rl has a negative definite anticausal stabilizing 
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solution, and G [see (10)] is positive definite. ~r ther ,  using Theorem 5, a 
solution to the ENP, with tolerance "h, can be constructed. But this means 
Yl >- Y, a contradiction, and the conclusion follows. [] 
A general discussion concerning the formula (132) for the continuous 
case may be found in [4, 16, 18]. Notice also that a general proof for (132), 
where G1, (]2, and G are not necessarily rational matrix-valued functions, 
can be achieved via the Sz.-Nagy-Foias lifting theorem [21] (see for in- 
stance [7]). 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the anticausal 
stabilizing solution to the RDTRE have been derived under very relaxed 
assumptions imposed on the initial data. These conditions are expressed 
in an operator based form, and in some relevant situations they are di- 
rectly checkable. Among these situations we may cite the ENP, for which 
a suboptimal solution was provided. The well-known result concerning the 
Toeplitz-plus-Hankel operator characterization of the smallest achievable 
tolerance in solving the ENP is also recovered in a self~contained manner. 
The author is greatly indebted to the referee for his valuable suggestions as well 
as for his criticism which led to an improved structure of this paper. It must be 
also mentioned that the content of Section 2 is the result of pertinent suggestions 
of the referee. 
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